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Society and grade A registered member of the Climatological Observers Link (station no. 91012). 
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Review of the Month
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Mean Temperature and Rainfall
Pitsford Hall weather station

June 2007

Headline: Largely dry for the first half of the month and then very wet making this the wettest 
June since records began in Northampton. 

June opened with a deep area of low pressure positioned north-west of Ireland. The first couple of 
days were generally dry, although on the 3rd the low began to push frontal systems eastwards across 
the British Isles. A particularly wet day was recorded in the county with just over 15mm falling at 
Pitsford Hall over 5.6 hours. Flooding was reported at Stoke Goldingston on the county border with 
Buckinghamshire.

As the main band of rain cleared eastwards an area of high pressure built across the UK with a centre 
placed to the north of Scotland. There were some showers around on the 6th and 7th, but generally 
the county enjoyed a dry spell of weather with mainly light north or north-easterly winds right through 
to the 13th. On the whole most days through this period were rather cloudy due largely to the wind 
drawing in cloud off the North Sea. However, the 9th did see a fair amount of sunshine, 11.9 hrs at 
Pitsford, and this allowed temperatures to climb to 24.6C, the highest recorded during the month.

A low developing to the south-west introduced rain on frontal systems on the 13th and 14th. The 
amount of rain falling at Pitsford during the afternoon of the 14th was significant (68.8mm) 
representing one of the wettest days on record. The heavy rainfall resulted in chaos around 
Northamptonshire with many roads and buildings flooded. At the peak of the storm 30.8mm of rain fell 
in an hour at Pitsford Hall between 14:00BST and 15:00BST with 11.5mm falling during a torrential 
downpour between 14:15 and 14:30 BST. Motorists were subjected to gridlock after the downpours 
forced part of Bedford Road in Northampton to lift upwards as underground sewers failed to cope with 
the volume of water. The heavy rain caused problems in the county's schools with several closing or 
partly closing. The amount of rain falling even exceeded that recorded during the Easter floods of 9 
April 1998 and beating the previous wettest day recorded by Moulton Park climatological station on 
September 14th 1994.
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The rain on the 14th was to mark a turning point in the weather during June with the rest of the month 
staying wet. Low pressure came to dominate the weather with some very slow moving systems working 
across the UK. Some particularly heavy spells of rain occurred on the 16th and 17th with low pressure 
pretty much centred over the Midland counties. Despite the rain there were some spells of sunshine on 
most days. The 18th saw low pressure developing to the south-west and over the next few days this 
deepened significantly, although it only progressed slowly remaining fairly stationary over Ireland and 
feeding further spells of heavy rain across the UK, the county included. This low eventually began 
filling on the 22nd. However, by the 24th this low had regained momentum and began deepening once 
more. Again with the centre still largely over the county, some significant falls of rain were 
experienced with 10.8mm reported in around 4 hours at Pitsford. With the low deepening came some 
strengthening wind, gusting to 43mph on the 25th. 

Over the next few days the low would make slowly progress towards southern Scandinavia. However, 
this low was quickly followed by another system working in off the Atlantic maintaining the unsettled 
wet weather. As the month came to a close, low pressure will still very much in charge with some long 
spells of rain on the 30th.

Overall, this was the wettest June since records began in Northampton beating the previous record, 
139mm in 1958, by a sizeable margin.

Climatological Statistics

The following statistics constitute the station’s official record for June 2007. Climatological observations 
are made at 0900hrs GMT daily. Averages refer to period 1971-2000 computed from stations in and around 
Northampton.

Air Temperatures
The Highest Maximum: 24.6C on 9th
The Lowest Maximum: 14.7C on 6th
The Highest Minimum: 14.3C on 9th
The Lowest Minimum: 6.4C on 28th
The Mean Maximum: 19.7C
The Mean Minimum: 10.7C
The Overall Mean: 15.2C
Difference from the Monthly Mean: +0.2C

Relative Humidity:
Highest Relative Humidity (at 0900): 97.8% on 10th
Lowest Relative Humidity (at 0900): 44.6% on 27th
Mean Relative Humidity (at 0900): 80.1%

Dew Point:
The Highest Dew Point (0900): 16.1C on 12th
The Lowest Dew Point (at 0900): 2.3C on 27th
The Mean Dew Point (at 0900): 12.0C

Rainfall:
Total: 176.1mm
Difference from the Monthly Mean: 308.4%
Duration: 75.4hrs
Highest 24 hour fall (0900 to 0900): 68.8mm on 14th
Rain Days (>/=0.2mm): 18
Wet Days (>/=1.0mm): 14

Sunshine:
Total Duration of Bright Sunshine: 132.6hrs
Sunniest day: 12.5hrs on 1st
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No. of days without sunshine: 5
Difference from the Monthly Mean: 84.1%
Cloud cover (mean at 0900): 6.3oktas (78.8 %)

Pressure (reduced to sea level):
The Highest Pressure: 1027.1mb on 5th
The Lowest Pressure: 996.2mb   on 25th
Mean Pressure (recorded at 0900): 1012.0mb

Winds
Run of wind (mean over 24 hrs): 79.3miles
Mean daily wind speed: 4.3mph
Run of wind (cumulative): 2377.6miles
Highest Maximum Gust: 43mph on 25th
No. of gusts of 50mph or more: 0
Highest wind strength (at 0900): 17.3mph on 26th
Mean wind strength (at 0900): 5.5mph

Winds from the Following Directions:

N 3 NE 5 E 2 SE 2 S 4 SW 2 W 3 NW 4 Calm 5

Days with:
Thunder: 2
Hail <5mm: 0
Hail >/=5mm: 0
Snow or snow & rain: 0
Fog: 0
Air Frost: 0
Gales: 0

Concrete minimum observations will be reinstated next month together with black bulb readings 
and evaporation (Piché evaporimeter). Heavy rain in June flooded the evaporation pan making 
readings of evaporation void.

All data © Pitsford Hall weather station.
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Register of Climatological Station Observations
See appendix 2 for an explanation of the coding system used in this report, specifically for cloud cover, 
present weather, visibility and states of the concrete.

Unless indicated, all observations are recorded at 0900hrs GMT. The data constitutes the station’s official 
climatological record and is © Pitsford Hall weather station. Permission to use if for commercial purposes 
must be sought in writing from the station manager, Pitsford Hall weather station, Pitsford Hall, Moulton 
Lane, Pitsford, Northampton NN6 9AX.  

Observations at Pitsford Hall 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th
Time of Observations (GMT) 9 8 8 9 9 7 9 9
Total Cloud (oktas) 1 0 3 8 8 8 8 8
Wind
Direction e calm calm nne nnw ne n nnw
Speed (knots) 3 0 0 2 14 11 8 8
Weather 2 5 5 10 10 10 10 10
Visibility 8 7 6 6 6 6 5 6
Screen (C)
Dry Bulb 17.6 14.5 17.3 13.3 11.7 10 12.1 14.5
Wet Bulb 13.1 12.9 15.1 12.9 10.7 9 11.5 13.9
Max 20.6 23.4 22.6 19.4 20 14.7 16.8 20.7
Min 8.6 7.9 10.6 10.5 8.5 9.4 9.6 12.1
Pan
Evaporation (mm)
Evap. over interval > > > > > > > >
Rainfall (mm)
Total 0.1 _ 15.1 tr _ 0.1 0.3 tr
Duration (hrs) _ _ 5.6 _ _ 3.5 0.7 _
Intensity (mean over 24 hrs, mm/hr) _ _ 2.7 _ _ 0 0.4 _
Run of Wind
Miles (over 24 hrs) 58.94 29.74 70.27 106.83 114.38 107.15 69.76 31.54
Mean (mph) 3.2 1.6 3.8 5.8 6.2 5.8 3.8 1.7
Gust (mph) 15 16 17 23 22 19 16 <15
Sunshine (hrs) 12.5 11.7 8.3 1.9 8.2 1.2 0 1.4
Humidity Statistics
Saturated
VP(Twb) 1.508 1.489 1.717 1.489 1.287 1.149 1.358 1.589
VP 1.201 1.38 1.566 1.462 1.219 1.081 1.317 1.548
Saturated
VP 2.014 1.652 1.976 1.528 1.376 1.229 1.413 1.652
RH % 59.6 83.5 79.3 95.7 88.6 88 93.2 93.7

Dew Point (C) 9.7 11.7 13.7 12.6 9.9 8.1 11 13.5
Pressure (mb) 1016.7 1025.4 1023.2 1025.9 1027.1 1023.4 1021.6 1019.4
Days with
thunder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
hail<5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
hail>/=5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
snow _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
fog _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
gales _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Register of Climatological Station Observations - ctd

Observations at Pitsford Hall 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 16th
Time of Observations (GMT) 9 8 9 9 9 9 9 9
Total Cloud (oktas) 3 8 8 8 6 7 4 8
Wind
Direction ne ne calm wsw w nne nnw ssw
Speed (knots) 2 4 0 4 6 4 4 7
Weather 10 10 10 10 1 1 1 3
Visibility 6 5 4 5 7 7 7 8
Screen (C)
Dry Bulb 20.9 13.1 15.1 18.5 19.4 16.8 16.8 17.4
Wet Bulb 17.4 12.9 14.6 17 16.1 15.2 14.8 14.5
Max 24.6 19.7 18.4 20.9 22 18.6 21.1 19.3
Min 14.3 11 11.2 13.5 11.8 14.1 13.5 11
Pan
Evaporation (mm)
Evap. over interval > > > > > > > >
Rainfall (mm)
Total _ _ _ _ 3 68.8 0.7 13.7
Duration (hrs) _ _ _ _ 4.2 13.2 0.8 1.9
Intensity (mean over 24 hrs, mm/hr) _ _ _ _ 0.7 5.2 0.9 7.2
Run of Wind
Miles (over 24 hrs) 56.38 57.38 35.19 75.42 53.8 81.06 65.7 54.3
Mean (mph) 3.1 3.1 1.9 4.1 2.9 4.4 3.6 2.9
Gust (mph) <15 <15 <15 16 15 21 20 16
Sunshine (hrs) 11.9 2.3 1 4.2 3.7 0 4.5 4.2
Humidity Statistics
Saturated
VP(Twb) 1.988 1.489 1.663 1.939 1.831 1.728 1.684 1.652
VP 1.748 1.475 1.629 1.836 1.605 1.618 1.547 1.454
Saturated
VP 2.473 1.508 1.717 2.131 2.254 1.914 1.914 1.988
RH % 70.7 97.8 94.9 86.2 71.2 84.5 80.8 73.1

Dew Point (C) 15.4 12.8 14.3 16.1 14.1 14.2 13.5 12.5
Pressure (mb) 1019.5 1018.1 1021 1012.1 1007.7 1003.4 999 1000.3
Days with
thunder _ _ _ _ _ 1 _ _
hail<5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
hail>/=5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
snow _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
fog _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
gales _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Register of Climatological Station Observations - ctd

Observations at Pitsford Hall 17th 18th 19th 20th 21st 22nd 23rd 24th
Time of Observations (GMT) 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 8
Total Cloud (oktas) 6 8 6 5 5 8 8 8
Wind
Direction ssw calm ene ese sse calm nw s
Speed (knots) 3 0 3 9 4 0 8 2
Weather 3 2 3 2 3 2 10 60
Visibility 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
Screen (C)
Dry Bulb 14.6 15.5 20.1 17.7 17.6 16.1 16 13.2
Wet Bulb 11.8 14.3 16.6 15 14.8 15.4 14.8 12.1
Max 20.2 20.5 23.1 22 21.8 19.4 19.1 15.7
Min 9.1 10.8 10.4 11.2 9.8 11 12.1 11
Pan
Evaporation (mm)
Evap. over interval > > > > > > > >
Rainfall (mm)
Total 14.4 2.3 8.7 0.6 8.8 7.8 0.1 10.8
Duration (hrs) 7 0.8 1.8 0.2 7.5 3.1 0.2 4.1
Intensity (mean over 24 hrs, mm/hr) 2.1 2.9 4.8 3 1.2 2.5 0.5 2.6
Run of Wind
Miles (over 24 hrs) 44.84 56.9 117.32 104.85 67.3 68.08 77.7 79.27
Mean (mph) 2.4 3.1 6.4 5.7 3.6 3.7 4.2 4.3
Gust (mph) 0 17 24 20 20 18 16 20
Sunshine (hrs) 3.7 4.1 9.2 8.6 5.1 0.7 3.4 0
Humidity Statistics
Saturated
VP(Twb) 1.385 1.631 1.89 1.706 1.684 1.751 1.684 1.413
VP 1.194 1.549 1.65 1.521 1.492 1.703 1.602 1.338
Saturated
VP 1.663 1.762 2.354 2.026 2.014 1.831 1.819 1.518
RH % 71.8 87.9 70.1 75.1 74.1 93 88.1 88.1

Dew Point (C) 9.6 13.5 14.5 13.2 12.9 15 14 11.3
Pressure (mb) 1004.7 1005.9 1012.5 1009.2 1009.3 1004.3 1008.1 1006.9
Days with
thunder _ _ 1 _ _ _ _ _
hail<5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
hail>/=5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
snow _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
fog _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
gales _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Register of Climatological Station Observations – ctd

Observations at Pitsford Hall 25th 26th 27th 28th 29th 30th
Time of Observations (GMT) 9 9 9 9 9 9
Total Cloud (oktas) 5 6 8 4 8 8
Wind
Direction sse nw w ssw wsw sse
Speed (knots) 1 15 10 2 9 2
Weather 1 1 3 3 3 61
Visibility 8 8 8 8 8 7
Screen (C)
Dry Bulb 15 12.7 14.2 14.5 17.2 14.3
Wet Bulb 12.5 8.5 8.5 11.6 14.5 13.6
Max 18.7 14.9 16.5 18.5 18.6 18.5
Min 11.4 9 8.6 6.4 12 11
Pan
Evaporation (mm)
Evap. over interval > > > > > >
Rainfall (mm)
Total 4.6 tr 0.7 5.1 2.3 8.1
Duration (hrs) 3.2 _ 0.9 4.6 4 8.1
Intensity (mean over 24 hrs, mm/hr) 1.4 _ 0.8 1.1 0.6 1
Run of Wind
Miles (over 24 hrs) 181.91 22.5 185.76 116.01 98.3 89.06
Mean (mph) 9.9 1.2 10.1 6.3 5.3 4.8
Gust (mph) 43 26 26 22 25 19
Sunshine (hrs) 4.9 0 3.5 5.1 7.3 0
Humidity Statistics
Saturated
VP(Twb) 1.45 1.11 1.11 1.367 1.652 1.558
VP 1.279 0.825 0.723 1.169 1.467 1.51
Saturated
VP 1.706 1.469 1.62 1.652 1.963 1.631
RH % 75 56.2 44.6 70.8 74.7 92.6

Dew Point (C) 10.6 4.2 2.3 9.3 12.7 13.1
Pressure (mb) 996.2 1008.5 1005.7 1009.4 1004.4 1011.3
Days with
thunder _ _ _ _ _ _
hail<5mm _ _ _ _ _ _
hail>/=5mm _ _ _ _ _ _
snow _ _ _ _ _ _
fog _ _ _ _ _ _
gales _ _ _ _ _ _
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United Kingdom Weather Diary – June 2007

The 1st dawned with some cloud across Scotland and S Ireland, clearing cloud in parts of S England 
after some overnbight rain here, and mostly clear skies elsewhere. However, fog patches were 
widespread over S Ireland and NE England. The fog soon cleared, and although for most places it was a 
dry and sunny day, cloud did tend to linger in parts of E Britain; iot thickened later in the day in SW 
England and S Ireland - with frontal rain in S Ireland from late afternoon onwards. A funnel cloud was 
observed in east Reading at around 1930GMT - at the time there were a few light showers in the area. 
(London 22.9C, Braemar 0.4C, Charlwood 7.2mm, Wittering 14.7h.) 

Low cloud spread inland early on the 2nd over NE England and E Scotland, with mist and fog forming 
underneath it. Overmnight rain spread into W Wales and W Scotland from Ireland, with most of Ireland 
having a wet night. Oncer the cloud in NE England had cleared, most of Cent and E England had a 
bright day - while the frontal rain made progress E across Scotland it came to a near-halt over Wales 
and SW England - even in these latter areas rainfall amounts were small. Across Ireland, although the 
rain decreased in intensity, it did continue on-and-off. (London 27.1C, Fair Isle 10.2C maximum, 
Braemar 4.5C minimum, Port Ellen 24.6mm, East Malling 14.2h.) 

Mist and of patches were affecting E England by dawn on the 3rd, with cloudy skies across Scotland, 
Ireland, Wales and SW England; rain was widespread across Scotland where it was heavy in places; over 
Wales, Ireland and SW England amounts were mostly slight. During the day the rain moved slowly E, 
clearing much of Ireland by midday. Away from the SW most places in England had a largely dry day, 
but during the late afternoon and evening a narrow band of slow-moving showers developed over 
England and S Scotland - and some heavy falls were reported. In Marlow about 18mm fell in the space 
of about an hour around 1930GMT. (Charlwood 25.2Cm Larkhill 7.6C, West Freugh 49.0mm, Odiham 
13.3h.) 

Low cloud affected much of Britain and E Ireland into the 4th, with fog patches in Cent Ireland and in 
Cent and NE England. There was also some fog later on the islands around NW and N Scotland as the 
frontal rain in W Scotland gradually died out there. The cloud cleared from much of England during the 
day but tended to linger in S England as a trough brought scattered showers here; the Met Office 
reported that Pembrey Sands experienced a very heavy shower around mid-afternoon, with winds 
gusting to 32kn. E and S Scotland, and E Ireland, tended to be rather cloudy throughout the day with 
soem light drizzle in E Ireland. (Lee-on-Solent 23.1C, Castlederg 4.7C, Pembrey Sands 31.4mm, Tiree 
14.5h.) 

A ridge of high pressure meant a mostly dry day across the British Isles on the 5th. Away from 
Scotland, where there was some light rain and drizzle overnight in the NE, early cloud cover was 
patchy - and mostly confined to E England. Low cloud in E Yorkshire also led to some light drizzle here. 
Cloud lingered for most of the day in E Scotland and also along the coast of NE England. Elsewhere it 
was a bright and sunny day, although the cloud did advance W again in the evening over the E half of 
England. (Lee-on-Solent 23.9C, Loch Glascarnoch 4.3C, Kinloss 1.4mm, Yeovilton 13.8h.)) 

The ridge persisted during the 6th; overnight cloud spread W across much of England and E Scotland 
from the North Sea although during the day the cloud cover retreated back to the E coast. Frontal 
cloud spread W into Shetland and then gave some light rain and drizzle in the Northern Isles - and 
there was also some light precipitation in NE England. Where the cloud persisted it was a cool and grey 
day; elsewhere, particularly in Ireland, it was warm and sunny once the cloud had cleared. In the 
evening the cloud again advanced W across E England with light drizzle in places. (Castlederg 22.7C, 
Shap 2.7C, Durham 2.0mm, Prestwick 15.3h.) 

E Britain was rather cloudy during the early hours of the 7th, with mist, fog and light drizzle in many 
places. In the south the cloud also extended as far W as S Wales. The cloud broke up across Scotland in 
the morning but it coverage was slow to change across England and Wales during the day. After a 
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mainly cloudless start to the day, with some mist in the E, Ireland had a warm and sunny day. During 
the late afternoon showers and thunderstorms broke out in SE Scotland. Thunderstorms then moved in 
from the North Sea during the evening to affect a large part of the east coast of Scotland, from east 
Fife in the south to Aberdeenshire in the north. A women and her child leaving the car park at a nature 
reserve at St Cyrus cliffs, saw a lightning strike fork across the road yards in front of their car. Another 
women driving her car on the same road also saw the lightning bolt hit the road in front of her. 'You 
could smell the burning. It was like newly laid tar with steam rising off it. If it had been 30 seconds 
later it might not have been very nice. There were bits of road the size of cricket balls scattered 200 
metres away.' A 60cm wide by 30cm deep trench had been gouged from the road, making it 
impassable. (St Angelo 24.3C, Katesbridge 2.3C, Inverbervie 8.2mm, Tiree 15.2h.) 

On the 8th in north-east Fife, the thunderstorms continued into the early hours and resulted in reports 
of flash flooding. Units of Fife Fire and Rescue Service from St Andrews, Cupar, Tayport, St Monans and 
Anstruther were all alerted at various times between the storms beginning around 00.30 and up to 
0430hr. In Crail the roof of a house was damaged by a lightning strike. A primary school at Dunino was 
closed due to power problems. Elsewhere in Angus, a 15cm deep mud slick had to be cleared from a 
Montrose garage before it could begin work. The storms swept tons of mud off a nearby field at the 
foot of Rossie Braes, swamping the drainage system. In Dundee, the flash flooding caused problems to 
power supplies while emergency generators kicked in at Ninewells Hospital; the storms knocked out 
cash machines and phone lines across the city. It was a cloudy night in much of S and E England; 
thundery showers pushed into SE England after midnight, and moved north, affecting East Sussex, Kent 
and East Anglia during the course of the morning and giving some locally heavy downpours. By late-
morning the storms had cleared East Anglia, but showers continued in parts of E England into the 
afternoon. Away from SE England cloud cover gradually thinned during the day and much of Ireland and 
W Britain ahd a sunny and warm day. In Buckinghamshire there were reports of a noticeable 
accumulation of dry, light-brown dust on cars. (St Angelo 24.6C, Trawscoed 7.1C, Herstmonceux 
33.0mm, Aberporth 14.9h.) 

The 9th dawned with a little cloud in E Britain and W Ireland, and almost clear skies elsewhere. The 
cloud was also associated with some fog patches in NE England in particular. The cloud distribution 
then remained generally unchanged throughout the day although the fog did thin during the morning 
and there was a slight decrease in the cloud cover near the E coast. Most places consequently had a 
very sunny day. According to the Met Office during the afternoon, isolated showers began to develop 
due to sea breeze convergence through central and southern parts of England. These showers became 
scattered and increasingly heavy with 19mm falling during 1500-1600GMT at Bishops Sutton. 
(Manchester Hulme Library 26.5C, Shap 5.1C, St James' Park 0.2mm, Tiree 15.9h.) 

Cloud and mist spread inland from E Britain during the early hours of the 10th and there was some 
light rain and drizzle overnight in parts of Scotland. Minimum temperatures were generally on the high 
side and with much of Ireland, Wales and W England having little cloud during the day it was warm and 
sunny here during the day. Low cloud and mist continued to affect E coast areas of England during the 
day while Scotland remained rather cloud too. Some heavy showers were reported from Wiltshire to S 
Wales during late afternoon and evening while some frontal cloud reached SW Ireland and SW England 
by midnight. An 'ice meteor' hit an Angus at Barnhead, on the outskirts of Montrose, around 12.30h. 
The couple said, 'there was a terrific bang - there was white stuff (pieces of ice) lying all over the lawn 
- we looked up at the roof and saw the slates damaged; the block could have been 30cm square. A 
spokesperson from the Met Office said ice cracking off an aircraft was the most likely cause. 
(Castlederg 25.4C, Katesbridge 7.2C, Larkhill 2.0mm, Valley 12.9h.) 

Scotland, E and S England and S Ireland dawned cloudy on the 11th with some mist and fog in parts of 
the E and some light rain in S Ireland and SW England. The early hours gave some heavy thunderstorms 
in parts of E Scotland. At Strichen, Aberdeenshire, a toddler had a miraculous escape when a lightning 
bolt tore through the roof above her, engulfing her bedroom in smoke and flames while she slept 
around 0630h; the bolt of lightning knocked off the chimney stack, crushing their neighbour's car. 
During the day the cloud tended to clear in E Scotland but it remained at least patchy in most other 
areas. Much of Wales, N Ireland and N England and S Scotland had a sunny day, with the early rain in S 
areas failing to develop much. However the afternoon brought some heavy showers over Wales, N 
Ireland and N England with some flooding occurring in parts of Wales. (Castlederg 26.4C, Katesbridge 
6.5C, Shap 23.8mm, Prestwick 12.9h.) 
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There were some heavy thunderstorms across parts of N England early on the 12th; a damaging storm 
on the Farne Islands resulted in a month's rain in 30 minutes - washing away many birds' eggs, 
especially Puffins. Torrential rain and thunderstorms were also reported across parts of Lancashire and 
Cheshire. The day was a mostly cloudy one in many places and there were showers across N Ireland, N 
England and S Scotland during the day. These were thundery and during the afternoon and evening 
there were some heavy thunderstorms in E and N Ireland. Persistent rain caused hazardous conditions 
for drivers as flooding affected parts of Northern Ireland, especially the Ards Peninsula. There was 
severe flooding around Bangor, Ballynahinch, Newtownards and Comber. More than 30 people had to 
be rescued; the Fire and Rescue Service responded to almost 400 emergency calls in a short period as 
homes and several roads were flooded. Thunderstorms also affected places arounf Norfolk in the 
afternoon while over Scotland rain and drizzle spread s during the day - a shallow low centred at 
1006mb was located off SW Scotland by 2400GMT and there were some frontal showers over SW Ireland 
at this time. (Coningsby 23.8C, Kinbrace 6.9C, Lough Fea 53.4mm, Bristol 8.2h.) 

Frontal cloud across S Scotland, N England and N Ireland early on the 13th resulted in some heavy falls 
of rain before dawn here, while another area of frontal rain affected S Ireland. N Scotland had some 
early light rain and showers but as the front pushed S and high pressure built to the NW many places in 
Scotland had a dry and sunny day. The rain was slow-moving over N England and merged with heavy 
showers that pushed N from the SW, associated with circulation around a depression to the SW of 
Cornwall. Falls from these showers were heavy in places and much of England, Wales and Ireland had a 
rather cloudy day. 29mm of rain fell in three hours at Coningsby and thunder was reported from East 
Anglia in the evening. (Gravesend 25.0C, Kinbrace 3.3C, Spadeadam 40.2mm, Stornoway 9.8h.) 

Low pressure remained centred close to SW England on the 14th, with frontal areas over Ireland, 
Wales and England. The result was a rather wet day in these areas, with some heavy falls of rain across 
parts of N England,, the Midlands and SE England. Across N and Cent Scotland skies were relatively 
clear, although it clouded over in S Scotland later as one front pushed N'wards here. Falls of over 
20mm occurred in parts of the SE Midlands and flooding on the M40 near Gaydon forced the closure of 
Warwick Services and caused long tailbacks on the motorway. Residents of the village of Barley in 
Hertfordshire had to be rescued as floodwaters flowed through their homes. Behind the main rain 
areas there were showers in S Wales and SW England during the day. Heavy rainfall caused chaos 
around Northamptonshire with many roads and buildings flooded by sudden downpours. 30.8mm of rain 
fell in an hour at Pitsford Hall from 1300GMT with 11.5mm falling during a torrential downpour during 
1315-1330GMT. Motorists were subject to gridlock after the downpours forced part of Bedford Road in 
Northampton to lift upwards as underground sewers fail to cope with the volume of water. Several 
pubs lose stock as flood waters run into cellars. (London 24.5C, Kinbrace -2.5C, Helens Bay 42.0mm, 
Stornoway 15.4h.) 

Low pressure became established over the British Isles on the 15th and a persistent area of rain across 
N Ireland, N wales and N England in the morning moved slowly N during the day. There were some 
thunderstorms over SW England and S Wales before dawn and this thundery activity then gradually 
transferred across the Midlands to Humberside during the day. Torrential downpours led to flash 
flooding in many areas. Rain and showers also affected Ireland and the SE corner of England during the 
day. Scotland remained mostly sunny, with a few showers, in the W but it was rather cloudy in the E 
and rain pushed into S Scotland later. In South Yorkshire flooding caused scores of homes to be 
evacuated, roads and schools to be closed and rail services to be cancelled. Police received more than 
200 calls from Sheffield, Rotherham and Barnsley caused by heavy rain. Northern Rail said flooding 
near Elsecar was affecting the line between Meadowhall and Barnsley. Police said the River Dove had 
burst its banks at Station Road in Worsborough, and they were expecting similar problems with the 
River Don. The road leading up junction 35 of the M1 in Chapeltown, in Sheffield, was also flooded. 
Heavy rain and flooding forced some rail services in and out of Birmingham to be cancelled. Virgin 
West Coast was not stopping at the Birmingham stations, but the lines from Wolverhampton to 
Coventry reopened during rush hour. The line near Water Orton, Warwickshire, was under several feet 
of water, which has affected services from Birmingham to the East Midlands. Services from Shropshire 
were stopping in Wolverhampton earlier in the morning. A driver was trapped in the wreckage of his 
car for more than 30 minutes after a crash on the M42. In Worcestershire, roads in Kidderminster were 
affected by flash flooding and the town's fire station was hit by lightning, putting its emergency call 
system out of action. About 100 people were trapped in a factory after a nearby river burst its banks 
and flooded the ground floor. Water around the plant in Water Orton Lane, in Minworth, Sutton 
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Coldfield, rose to about 6ft deep in places after the River Tame burst. A number of roads were also 
closed in Shirley and Solihull town centre. Mid and West Wales Fire Service said they had been called 
to a number of flooded homes - the worst-affected areas being Borth, Lampeter and Aberteifi. In 
Sheffield and Barnsley 14 schools were closed and a nursing home in Sheffield was evacuated. There 
was also flooding around Kettering in Northamptonshire. A tornado was seen in Hereford (Kings Acre 
Road) in a thunderstorm. At Harborne (Birmingham) there was a major rainfall event during the early 
hours with 37.3mm being recorded in the 6 hours ending 0500GMT; local flooding occured along many 
nearby routes. People were trapped in cars on city roads and the main through route of Harborne 
centre saw surface damage to tarmac. (Holbeach 22.8C, Altnaharra 1.2C, Edgbaston 75.8mm, 
Stornoway 16.6h.) 

Rain continued to affect Ireland, Scotland and NW England overnight into the 16th and the day then 
turned out to be a wet one in most places. Areas that were initially dry saw showers developing, and 
these were thundery in the afternoon and early evening from East Anglia to Yorkshire. Yorkshire 
experienced some flash flooding as the storms moved N. A shallow low centre remained slow-moving 
over N England and a front pushed steadily N during the day, bringing rain to n Scotland by the 
evening. NW Ireland saw the best of the sunshine and in the afternoon and evening skies tended to 
clear across much of Ireland from the NW. Staffordshire Fire Service helped move residents out of 
Brook End in Fazeley after they were alerted in the early hours. Homes in Coventry and Warwickshire 
continued to be without power, and a flood watch remained on the River Severn in Shropshire. (Church 
Lawford 20.8C, Carterhouse 6.2C, Spadeadam 20.2mm, St. Athan 8.3h.) 

There were breaks in the cloud overnight in W Ireland, but elsewhere the 17th dawned rather cloudy - 
with some rain across Scotland and a few showers in S England. By mid-afternoon the rain in the N was 
confined to N Scotland, although there were some showers in NE and SW England; sunshine was largely 
confined to an area from SW Wales to SE Scotland. During the late afternoon and evening cloud 
thickened across S Britain and S Wales and rain spread N to these areas, reaching the Midlands by 
midnight and associated with a low centre of 997mb to the S of Ireland. (Gravesend 22.7C, 
Dunstaffnage 6.9C, Culdrose 7.8mm, Tiree 14.2h.) 

During the early hours of the 18th rain moved N over S Ireland, Wales and Cent England - although it 
had largely died out by mid-morning. Light rain across N Scotland cleared during the morning, although 
over S parts of the British Isles there were frequent showers - which turned heavy and thundery over 
East Anglia during the afternoon. The sunniest places tended to be over Cent Scotland. (London 21.1C, 
Katesbridge 2.8C, Coventry 16.9, Tiree 13.9h.) 

Low pressure persisted to the S of Ireland on the 19th, driving fronts and troughs across the British 
Isles. For most places the day began on a cloudy note with some rain and drizzle over Scotland, Ireland 
and N England. During the late morning there were sferics over SW England and this thundery area 
subsequently progresses NE, affecting most of E and Cent England S of a line Preston-Hull by midnight. 
Scotland and ireland remained rather cloudy with rain over Ireland in particular. Over England the 
thunderstorms led to heavy rain and flooding was reported in the Severn Tunnel. There was also 
flooding across parts of Kent, Sussex and Berkshire, and also in the Midlands. Almost 50mm of rain fell 
in just an hour at Manston, while in E Berkshire 27mm of rain fell at Wokingham in about 30 minutes 
during a thunderstorm in the early evening. A major clear-up operation was under way after heavy rain 
caused flash-flooding that left people trapped in their cars and homes and damaged property in 
Hereford and Worcester where the Fire Service took 300 calls in just a few hours on Tuesday night. At 
around 1900GMT torrential rainfall caused flash floods along the River Severn affecting Ross on Wye, 
Bewdley, and Hampton Loade near Bridgnorth, causing flooding and several landslips, with the River 
Severn bursting its banks in several places.The storm also damaged the famous Severn Valley Railway 
attraction, and swept road surfaces away, in one case carrying the tarmac 50m. Motorists were left 
stranded in their cars in the Tenbury Wells area, and rising waters trapped mobile homeowners on a 
caravan site in Far Forest. (Wisley 25.9C, Altnaharra 2.9C, Manston 49.8mm, Southampton 10.3h.) 

Heavy, thundery rain moved NE through N England during the early hours of the 20th, with the Met 
Office reporting 11.6mm of rain in one hour at Shap Fell. The rain intenmsity dropped as the rain 
continued to move N through Scotland during the day. The low pressure area pushed n over W Ireland 
during the day with a center near Belmullet at 2400GMT of 996mb; there were thunderstorms near 
here in the afternoon while across remianing areas of England and Wales showers were widespread 
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during the day. Winds were gusty in the showers which often became organised into bands as they 
moved generally N'wards. (London 23.2C, Baltasound 9.6C, Shap 30.2mm, Wattisham 12.5h.) 

Low pressure located close to W and S Ireland during the 21st led to a generally unsettled day. There 
were widespread clear spells overnight but blustery showers were affecting much of S Ireland, S Wales 
and SW England by dawn. There was also some overnight rain across Scotland. These showers were 
heavy in places, with flooding reported in Boscastle, and the area affected by the showers gradually 
extended N and E. A funnel cloud was seen over Helensburgh at about 1315GMT and showers across 
Scotland and N England in the afternoon were thundery in places. The showers became less intense as 
they spread N and they then died out in the evening - although most areas remained rather cloudy. 
(Weybourne 22.6C, Redesdale Camp 6.7C, Cardinham 20.8mm, Boulmer 11.4h.) 

The low centre moved slowly across Cent England to East Anglia on the 22nd. Ahead of the low an area 
of rain spread from Cent S England to Lincolnshire during the morning and showers then became 
widespread across the British Isles - with hail inb places and accompanied by thunder in the afternoon 
and early evening over Cent S England, the E Midlands, E Ireland, NW England and Cent and S Scotland 
in particular. There were several reports of flooding and of funnel clouds seen in Lincolnshire and the 
Midlands, with another seen near Spadeadam. (Durham 21.9C, Braemar 7.0C, Shap 40.6mm, Valley 
11.3h.) 

There were some showers overnight into the 23rd in Scotland and over England and Wales many places 
began the day with misty conditions. Sunshine led to the development of heavy showers during the 
day, and these became thundery over the E half of England from late-morning onwards. The festival at 
Glastonbury was again affected by heavy downpours - and there were some thundery outbreaks from 
Devon E'wards. The showers across Scotland merged into more general rain during the day, especially 
in E areas of Scotland, and there were spells of rain and showers across Ireland also. (Gravesend 21.7C, 
Lerwick 8.7C, Strathallan 19.4mm, North Wyke 6.7h.) 

The 24th was another day with rain and showers, resulting from continuing low pressure (central value 
down to 998mb at 2400GMT in the Home Counties). The day dawned cloudy with rain from NE Scotland 
to SW England and showers in many other places. Rain was persistemt across much of S England from 
dawn onwards as a succession of rainbands affected the area. Elsewhere over England and Wales the 
rain was showery in nature - many of these were prolonged and there was lightning in E Wales, 
according to the Met Office. Scotland also had rain and frequent showers, while across Ireland the 
showers tended to be scattered. (Manchester Hulme Library 18.1C, Drumalbin 6.5C, Aboyne 34.8mm, 
Boulmer 8.1h.) 

Low pressure was slow-moving on the 25th across Cent S and SE England and the weather across 
England and Wales was particularly unsettled, and very wet in places. The rain was frontal and 
persistent in nature. According to the Met Office, rainfall totals were exceptional with parts of the W 
Midlands recording 50mm of rain and with close to 100mm in Humberside. Flooding occurred over large 
areas from Devon, through Gloucestershire and the Midlands up into northeast England and 
Lincolnshire. To the SE of this rain it was a showery day, these turning thundery across East Anglia 
during the afternoon. Across Scotland and Ireland N'ly winds were strong in places with gusts of 40kn 
around the coasts. A funnel cloud was reported at Cranwell around 1350GMT. Later another was seen 
near Lyng (Norfolk), along with three other developing 'baby' funnels. Hundreds of people left their 
homes in three villages in South Yorkshire amid fears that the Ulley reservoir dam near Rotherham 
might burst when crackes appeared after torrential rain. The M1 motorway has been closed between 
junctions 32 and 36 because it would be flooded if the dam burst. About 900 people stayed in 
emergency shelters in Sheffield after being left stranded by the flooding; council leaders said there 
had been "significant damage" to the city, and that the cost of the damage would run into "millions". A 
teenager was swept to his death in a swollen river in Sheffield, while an RAF helicopter rescued people 
from the roof of a factory in Brightside Lane. A 68-year-old man also died as he was washed away as he 
got out of his car in the Wicker area, while another man died after becoming trapped in a storm drain 
in Hull. A fourth person died as a result of the floods in Worcestershire. About 13,000 people have 
been left without power because of the floods. Rising flood water caused Burway Bridge in Ludlow to 
give way, severing a gas main and causing 20 homes to be evacuated. West Mercia Police said a 
number of street lights fell into the river causing several small explosions. Flood watches were issued 
for parts of Shropshire after heavy rain hit the county, with the Ironbridge area being particularly 
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badly affected. Flooding in Wellington disrupted train services between Shrewsbury and 
Wolverhampton in the West Midlands. Sandbags were being sent out to some flood-hit Shifnal residents 
after the heavy rain threatened their homes. Flood watches were issued for the River Teme and its 
tributaries downstream of Ludlow, the Rivers Tern and Perry and their tributaries and the Rea and 
Cound brooks. Woodland Special School in Wem and Brockton CofE Primary School were closed because 
of the weather. Whilst walking my dog beside Sparham Pools at 16:45 approx. I noticed to my right, 
(looking south-west), the beginning of a funnel cloud that was spiralling with increasing size 
downwards to the west of Lyng. As it increased in size, I also noticed three other 'baby' funnels 
developing, and though these came to nothing, the main funnel cloud continued to grow and 'abseil' 
with a thin, smooth, metallic tentacle sliding eastward through the sky. As the main hub of the funnel 
moved NE behind some trees, the 'thread' of the tornado touched ground, scattering debris into the 
air. This lasted in excess of 5 minutes until lost to my visibility by a grove of trees. (Pershore 18.6C, 
Dalwhinnie 7.1C, Fylingdales 103.7mm, Tiree 8.1h.) 

Low pressure to the E of England moved slowly E on the 26th as another low pressure system moved E 
into SW Scotland, centre 1004mb at 2400GMT. In most places the day dawned cloudy and showers soon 
developed again in a brisk Nw'ly airflow. More general cloud spread into W Ireland and W Scotland 
around late-morning - followed by rain and drizzle that then affected much of Ireland and W Scotland 
for a while. A block of 120 flats in Lincoln was evacuated by dinghy because the River Witham has 
begun seeping through its banks at Stamp End in the city. People were also evacuated from Worksop in 
Nottinghamshire, Lincoln, Louth and Wainfleet in Lincolnshire and Chesterfield in Derbyshire. In 
Gloucester, 5 schools remain closed due to flooding. (Salsburgh 18.8C, Saugham 4.0C, Marham 3.6mm, 
Dyce 11.2h.) 

The low centre crossed S Scotland during the 27th and a succession of fronts/troughs were drawn 
across Britain and Ireland, giving spells of rain and showers in most places. Early rain in Scotland and 
Ireland spread E - and not until late evening did the main area clear some parts of E England. In the 
evening rain and showers continued across W and Cent Scotland; elsewhere the clouds tended to give 
way to clear skies eventually. During the afternoon some of the showers in S and E Scotland and NE 
England turned thundery - and at times the strength of the NW'ly wind was noticeable. Localised 
hailstorms ravaged parts of Angus in the early afternoon. Worst affected areas were on a stretch of the 
A90 between Forfar and Brechin. There were reports of marble sized hail, falling for 30 minutes and 
accumlating to a depth of 7cm in places. Thunder and lightning was also reported. Meanwhile, several 
people witnessed a funnel cloud over the north of Dundee around 1500h. (Heathrow 19.6C, Braemar 
2.1C, Keswick 14.4mm, Prestwick 9.4h.) 

The 28th dawned bright in England and Wales, away from the S, but rather cloudy with some rain over 
Scotland and W Ireland. This rain spread SE during the day with another area of rain pushing E into WW 
Ireland by mid-morning. S and E England had some showers during the morning and afternoon, and the 
rain over Ireland made steady progress to the E, affecting Wales by early afternoon. As the rain 
continued to move E there were some heavy falls in places; a complex system of frontal bands across 
the British Isles by midnight ensured a rather wet end to the day - although skies were beginning to 
clear across NW Ireland by midnight. (Heathrow 20.1C, Aboyne 2.1C, West Freugh 30.8mm, East 
Malling 10.3h.) 

The 29th saw frontal systems crossing much of the British Isles, followed by the development of a 
temporary ridge. Some heavy rain cleared E and SE areas during the morning and these areas then 
joined most other places in having a day with sunshine and showers. Some of these showers were 
heavy and joined into bands to give longer peridos of rain in places. During the afternoon and early 
evening sferics were recorded over parts of Kent and East Anglia. However, as pressure rose in the 
afternoon and evening there was a tendency for the showers top die down generally; in Ireland, 
however, pressure fell during the evening as a warm front pushed into the SW - with rain across S 
Ireland and SW England by midnight. (St James' Park, London 22.2C, Baltasound 4.3C, Middle Wallop 
30.8mm, Tiree 12.6h.) 

Low pressure to the SW of Ireland pushed a warm sector across the British Isles on the 30th with the 
trailing cold front lying across Wales and W Scotland by midnight. Apart from N and E Scotland where 
skies danwed clear, most places had a cloudy start to the day with rain spreading across most of 
England by midday. By then the cold front had cleared most of Ireland and an afternoon of showers 
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followed here - but with more general rain in the Sw during the evening. Shetl;and had the best of the 
sunshine with the warm front cloud failing to arrive here by midnight; elsewhere over Britain the day 
was mostly cloudy with rain spreading E. The cold front gave some heavy rain over Wales as well as 
some thundery outbreaks over NE Ireland and W Scotland in the evening. (Castlederg 22.2C, Loch 
Glascarnoch -0.6C, Lake Vyrnwy 26.8mm, Lerwick 12.9h.) 

Information provided courtesy of Roger Brugge, Department of Meteorology at the University of 
Reading and the Climatological Observers Link.
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Notable Weather Events recorded at Pitsford Hall

3 June

A warm and sunny weekend comes to a close with torrential downpours of rain across the county. 
15.1mm in recorded in under 6 hours at Pitsford. Stoke Goldingston on the Bucks/Northants border 
suffers dramatic localised flooding with around 25 homes inundated in less than an hour as the main 
street is transformed into a river.

14 June

Heavy rainfall causes chaos around 
Northamptonshire with many roads 
and buildings flooded by sudden 
downpours. 30.8mm of rain falls in 
an hour at Pitsford Hall 
between 14:00BST and 15:00BST 
with 11.5mm falling during a 
torrential downpour between 14:15 
and 14:30 BST. Motorists are 
subjected to gridlock after the 
downpours force part of Bedford 
Road in Northampton to lift 
upwards as underground sewers fail 
to cope with the volume of water. 
Several pubs lose stock as flood 
waters run into cellars. Rainwater 
rises to waist height within 10 
minutes in the basement of the 
Charles Bradlaugh pub in Upper Mounts, Northampton. The floods threaten to inundate one of 
Northampton's prized historic houses, the Charles Rennie Mackintosh House at 78 Derngate, with the 
cellars of neighbouring properties damaged. The heavy rain causes problems in the county's schools. 
Hunsbury Park Primary School closes as rainwater works into the building through roofs damaged by 
thieves who earlier stole the lead flashing. Northamptonshire Grammar School, home to Pitsford Hall 
weather station, closes a classroom block as runoff from the downpours cascades across a car park and 
through door ways. In the 24 hour period up until 10:00 BST on 15th June 68.8mm of rain is recorded at 
Pitsford Hall, making this the wettest day since the station's inception in 1998, a total exceeding that 
recorded during the Easter floods of 9 April 1998 and beating the previous wettest day recorded by 
Moulton Park climatological station on September 14th 1994. 

Reports from Stations across 
Northamptonshire

Reports received from weather stations affiliated to Pitsford Hall 
across the county. Pitsford Hall weather station is not responsible for 
any inaccuracy contained in these reports. They are supplied for 
interest only. 

From K Bulcock, Desborough:

COL registered climatological site. Altitude 127m AMSL.

Total rain: 130.6mm (268% of average)
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Max 24 hour rainfall: 41.4mm
Total number of raindays: 18

Highest maximum temperature: 23.9C on 9th
Lowest maximum temperature: 13.9C on 26th
Highest minimum temperature: 15.6C on 12th
Lowest minimum temperature: 6.7C on 28th
Mean maximum temperature: 19.4C
Mean minimum temperature: 11.4C
Overall mean temperature: 15.4C

Difference from the average: +0.7C

Days with falling snow: 0
Days with lying snow: 0
Days with thunder: 2: 15th & 19th
Days with fog: 8
Days with hail: 0
Days with air frosts: 0
Days with ground frosts: 0

Comments: Erratic rainfall gave some stations their wettest June. Here it was the wettest since 1982 
(142.7mm). Some had their dullest June. Previous dullest June at Moulton Park 1991 (103.9hrs). Day 
temperatures average. Mild cloudy nights. Much fog and high humidity.
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From I Ager, Raunds:

Air temperatures

Highest maximum: 24.0C on the 9th  
Lowest maximum: 14.2C on the 6th
Highest minimum: 14.7C on the 9th 
Lowest minimum: 6.0C on the 28th
Mean maximum: 19.5C 
Mean minimum: 11.3C
Overall mean: 15.4C 

Grass temperatures

Lowest grass minimum: 3.1C on the 28th
Highest grass minimum: 12.7C on the 9th
Mean grass minimum: 9.1C

Rainfall

Total rainfall: 97.1mm
Highest fall 24 hour fall obs to obs: 14.8mm on the 14th
Rain days:  18 (>/=0.2mm) 
Wet days: 14 (>/=1.0mm) 
 
Air pressure (reduced to sea level)

Highest air pressure at obs: 1025.2mb on the 25th
Lowest air pressure at obs: 995.6mb on the 25th
Mean air pressure at obs: 1010.2mb

Wind directions

N:4, NE:4, E:3, SE:4, S:3, SW:8, W:2, NW:2, Calm:0.

Days with 

Hail: 0 
Thunder: 5, on the 14th, 15th, 16th, 22nd, 25th. 
Snow, or snow and rain: 0
Snow lying: 0
Fog: 0
Air frost: 0
Grass frost: 0

Comments Very unsettled month, rainfall twice the June average. Mean temperatures  a little above 
normal (Days near normal, nights warm) Due to the showery nature of the months rain, the Raunds 
area escaped the heaviest of the rain experienced further west in the county particularly between the 
13th to 16th.

From J Borrett, Wilby:

WIND SPEED & WIND CHILL (LOCATED 8.3 METRES ABOVE THE GROUND)

HIGHEST WIND SPEED OVER 2 MINUTES 25.5MPH (26TH @ 2:48AM)
LOWEST WIND CHILL -0.6°C (26TH @ 2:07AM)
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TEMPERATURE

HIGHEST 25.1°C (3RD @ 2:13PM)
LOWEST 4.6°C (28TH @ 3:46AM)

HUMIDITY (RANGE:  5 - 98%)

LOWEST 95% (15TH @ 4:43AM)
HIGHEST 45% (28TH @ 4:58PM)

RAINFALL

WETTEST 24 HOURS FROM 7:30AM 28.8MM (14TH)
WETTEST HOUR 7.8MM (18TH - BETWEEN 1:30PM AND 2:30PM)
MONTHLY TOTAL 108.0MM
YEARLY TOTAL 382.0MM

AIR PRESSURE (TAKEN AT SEA LEVEL)

HIGHEST 1029MB (4TH @ 10:47PM)
LOWEST 998MB (25TH @ 4:00AM)

SUNSHINE DURATION & BRIGHTNESS

SUNNIEST DAY 11.7 HOURS (28TH)
MONTHLY TOTAL 253.2 HOURS
MAX BRIGHTNESS 123000 LUX (20TH @ 12:37PM)

SUNSHINE DURATION IS CALCULATED WHEN THE BRIGHTNESS IS ABOVE 20000 LUX.

From M Raymer, Thrapston:

TEMPERATURE (°C), RAIN  (mm), WIND SPEED (mph)

                                      HEAT  COOL        AVG
    MEAN                              DEG   DEG         WIND                 DOM
DAY TEMP  HIGH   TIME   LOW    TIME   DAYS  DAYS  RAIN  SPEED HIGH   TIME    DIR
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 1  15.4  22.7   15:10   8.2    5:30   3.7   0.8   0.0   3.1  13.0   10:50    NE
 2  16.4  24.2   16:30   8.7    3:10   3.6   1.7   0.0   2.2  14.0   22:40   ESE
 3  17.6  24.3   13:30  10.3    5:00   2.3   1.6   0.0   1.7  13.0   22:40    SE
 4  15.3  21.3   16:30  11.1    6:10   3.3   0.4   0.0   5.8  20.0   16:20     N
 5  13.8  21.7   14:40   8.9    4:40   4.9   0.3   0.0   7.3  24.0   16:10     N
 6  12.1  14.9   16:50   9.8    5:20   6.2   0.0   0.0   6.5  20.0    7:00     N
 7  13.7  17.8   15:40  10.8    5:00   4.6   0.0   0.5   4.9  16.0   15:10     N
 8  15.7  20.6   15:20  12.3    3:20   2.9   0.3   0.0   2.5  13.0    2:10     N
 9  19.0  25.4   17:20  13.7   00:00   1.5   2.2   0.0   1.7  12.0   19:00     N
10  15.3  20.9   16:40  11.4    4:20   3.3   0.3   0.0   2.5  12.0   19:40    NE
11  15.1  19.8   18:30  12.0    2:00   3.3   0.1   0.0   1.7  11.0    1:20     N
12  17.6  22.7   15:30  12.0    4:10   2.0   1.3   0.0   1.6  18.0   16:00    SW
13  17.4  24.2   15:20  12.0    5:10   2.1   1.2   4.8   1.9  16.0   18:30   SSW
14  16.2  19.4   13:20  14.2    5:30   2.2   0.1   2.0   3.7  20.0   16:30    NE
15  16.3  21.3   14:00  13.9   00:00   2.3   0.3  13.5   3.5  28.0   15:40     S
16  14.9  20.8   15:10  11.6    2:30   3.4   0.1   5.8   4.2  21.0   10:40     S
17  16.4  22.1   15:20  10.6    4:10   2.4   0.6   2.0   1.7  14.0   11:10   SSW
18  15.3  19.0   17:00  12.7    3:50   3.0   0.0  15.2   3.8  24.0   17:20   SSW
19  17.6  24.1   16:00  10.9    4:40   2.3   1.6   4.1   5.0  22.0   17:30   ESE
20  16.7  21.1   15:40  12.8   00:00   2.0   0.4   4.8   8.1  30.0   18:20     S
21  15.6  21.1   13:50  10.9    5:20   3.0   0.3   5.1   6.7  26.0   15:20   SSE
22  15.8  20.0   17:40  12.2    0:40   2.6   0.1   5.8   3.1  18.0   12:50   ESE
23  16.6  21.7   15:30  13.3    3:30   2.1   0.4   0.0   1.9  16.0   17:10   WNW
24  13.6  15.6   15:50  11.6    4:40   4.8   0.0   8.9   4.5  17.0    9:50     S
25  14.0  19.3   14:10  11.7   00:00   4.3   0.0   8.1   6.2  28.0   22:30     N
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                                      HEAT  COOL        AVG
    MEAN                              DEG   DEG         WIND                 DOM
DAY TEMP  HIGH   TIME   LOW    TIME   DAYS  DAYS  RAIN  SPEED HIGH   TIME    DIR
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

26  12.1  15.4   10:50   7.0   00:00   6.2   0.0   0.5   7.1  29.0    1:30   NNW
27  12.6  18.5   14:20   6.9   23:50   5.7   0.0   0.8   3.7  27.0   14:40    SW
28  13.3  19.4   16:10   5.7    4:10   5.0   0.0   0.3   6.7  28.0   15:40   SSW
29  15.8  20.8   16:10  11.8   23:40   2.7   0.2   5.8   6.6  25.0    6:20   SSW
30  15.2  18.8   16:30  10.8    2:20   3.1   0.0   5.1   5.4  20.0   15:00     S
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    15.4  25.4     9     5.7    28   101.2  14.4  93.2   4.2  30.0    20       N
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From Brixworth Automatic Weather Station:

Brixworth automatic weather station is affiliated to Pitsford Hall. The station uses an Instromet Ltd 
Climatica Plus system. Data from Brixworth is released every 15 minutes via the main web site, 
www.northantsweather.org.uk providing a back-up to the main automatic weather station at Pitsford 
Hall. For information from Brixworth contact the station manager at Pitsford Hall weather station.

Max (C) Min (C) Mean (C) Low (mb) High (mb) Mean (mb) Rain (mm) Mean (mph) Max (mph) Wind Dir (°) Sun (hrs)
1st 20 8.8 14.4 997.0 1010.0 1004 0.0 2.4 15 73 13.5
2nd 21.6 7.6 14.6 1010.0 1012.0 1011 0.0 1.7 15 135 10.0
3rd 21.6 11.2 16.4 1008.0 1011.0 1010 6.4 1.4 10 155 6.3
4th 18.4 9.6 14 1010.0 1013.0 1012 0.8 4.2 18 110 1.8
5th 18.8 8 13.4 1010.0 1013.0 1012 0.0 5.3 20 116 6.1
6th 13.6 8.8 11.2 1008.0 1010.0 1009 0.0 4.4 16 81 0.0
7th 16 9.6 12.8 1006.0 1009.0 1008 0.0 3.0 14 98 0.0
8th 19.2 12 15.6 1005.0 1007.0 1006 0.0 1.2 10 154 0.1
9th 22.8 14 18.4 1004.0 1007.0 1006 0.0 1.8 13 203 8.6
10th 18 10.4 14.2 1003.0 1005.0 1004 0.0 1.7 12 58 2.2
11th 18.4 10.8 14.6 1000.0 1004.0 1002 0.0 1.0 9 126 0.0
12th 20.8 14 17.4 995.0 1000.0 998 0.0 2.5 16 224 3.6
13th 22 11.6 16.8 991.0 996.0 994 0.2 1.9 16 227 3.2
14th 17.2 13.6 15.4 987.0 992.0 990 29.6 3.7 17 74 0.0
15th 20.4 13.2 16.8 983.0 987.0 985 23.3 2.2 26 172 1.6
16th 19.2 11.6 15.4 985.0 987.0 986 1.1 3.0 22 182 0.5
17th 19.6 10.4 15 988.0 991.0 990 3.1 1.4 14 217 3.3
18th 18 11.2 14.6 990.0 997.0 994 11.7 2.5 22 178 2.1
19th 21.6 11.6 16.6 991.0 999.0 995 6.3 5.2 32 125 1.1
20th 20 12 16 992.0 997.0 995 3.5 6.4 31 189 4.7
21st 18.8 11.2 15 994.0 997.0 996 4.8 6.6 32 163 4.1
22nd 17.2 11.6 14.4 990.0 994.0 992 14.6 2.1 14 178 0.2
23rd 19.2 12.8 16 992.0 995.0 994 0.5 3.6 17 261 0.3
24th 14.8 10.4 12.6 988.0 995.0 992 4.2 2.8 17 176 0.0
25th 17.2 10.4 13.8 981.0 990.0 986 5.6 6.0 37 146 0.9
26th 14.8 8.4 11.6 990.0 996.0 993 0.5 6.5 30 298 5.4
27th 16.8 7.6 12.2 990.0 995.0 993 0.3 4.5 28 243 2.0
28th 18.8 6 12.4 992.0 995.0 994 0.0 4.4 25 219 7.4
29th 18 11.6 14.8 989.0 997.0 993 3.9 6.0 30 239 3.4
30th 18 10.8 14.4 992.0 998.0 995 4.3 5.2 23 186 0.0

Temperatures    
Highest max 22.8 C on 9th
Lowest max 13.6 C on 6th
Lowest min 6 C on 28th
Highest min 14 C on 9th
Mean 14.7 C
    
Rainfall     
Max Rain 29.6 mm on 14th
Total Rain 124.6 mm  
    
Sunshine    
Max 13.5 hrs on  1st
Total 92.3 hrs  
    
Pressure (station level)    
Max Press. 1013 mb on 4th
Min Press 981 mb on 25th
Mean Press 998 mb  
    
Winds    
Max mean (24hrs) 6.6 mph on 21st
Average 3.5 mph  
Max gust 37 mph on 25th
Mean dir 167 °  
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Station Notes

During June the weather station was subjected to repeated acts of vandalism to the climatological 
enclosure. On the first occasion the damage was relatively minor and involved an attempted removal 
of the Stevenson screen. The louvred screen was knocked off its stand with some breakage of the 
thermometers inside. The screen was quickly reinstated with no loss of record. However, unfortunately 
one week later a second spate of vandalism caused significantly more damage. The Stevenson screen 
and stand were completely removed, damage sustained to the raingauge and approximately half of the 
Earth thermometers were smashed.  Although the weather station has been subject to vandalism 
before, this occasion represents the most significant loss of damage. With the estimated cost of 
reinstatement of the climatological enclosure being in excess of £1000 and with no guarantee that any 
replaced equipment will not be vandalised again, we made the unfortunate but very necessary decision 
to decommission this enclosure completely.

The weather station will now continue its operations from the 
secure rooftop enclosure at Pitsford Hall. There is a significant 
loss in terms of earth temperature readings, and the exposure of 
the site obviously does not match that of level ground laid to 
grass. However, the level of vulnerability has been significantly 
lowered and the loss of some observations can be replaced with 
new observations. These include black bulb thermometer 
readings, giving a measure of radiant heat energy, which have 
been introduced from 1 July  and on 1 August we will be 
introducing observations of daily evaporation from a Piché 
evaporimeter. The concrete slab minimum observation has also 
been transferred from the climatological enclosure. In addition, 
to compensate for the reduction in readings we have introduced 
a Weather Diary on our web site which will be updated regularly 
with remarks on the day’s weather. We are also looking to install 
Boltek lightning detection equipment for which we are currently 
seeking corporate sponsorship.

Despite the damage, Pitsford Hall weather station continues to 
remain one of the most comprehensive climate monitoring sites 
in the county and its work of providing quality weather data 
without charge to the general public will continue. Furthermore, 
the role of Sixth Form students at the school in maintaining the 
climatological record will continue emphasing Northamptonshire 
Grammar School commitment to community service.

Pictured: Black bulb (or globe) thermometer of the style introduced by the weather station to record 
radiant heat.
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Special Feature – The Anemometer

An anemometer is a device for measuring the velocity or the pressure of the wind, and is one 
instrument used in a weather station. The term is derived from the Greek word, anemos, meaning 
wind.

Anemometers can be divided into two classes: those that measure the velocity of the wind, and those 
that measure the pressure of the wind

Velocity anemometers

Cup anemometers

The simplest type of anemometer is the cup-
anemometer, invented (1846) by Dr. John 
Thomas Romney Robinson, of Armagh 
Observatory. It consisted of four hemispherical 
cups each mounted on one end of four horizontal 
arms, which in turn were mounted at equal 
angles to each other on a vertical shaft. The air 
flow past the cups in any horizontal direction 
turned the cups in a manner that was 
proportional to the wind speed. Therefore 
counting the turns of the cups over a set time 
period produced the average wind speed for a 
wide range of speeds. On an anemometer with 
four cups it is easy to see that since the cups are arranged symmetrically on the end of the arms, the 
wind always has the hollow of one cup presented to it and is blowing on the back of the cup on the 
opposite end of the cross. Studies of the forces involved show that the force is greater on the cup side 
of the device and the net force causes the cups to spin, but in this case the balance of forces is not 
obvious.

Unfortunately, when Robinson first designed his anemometer, he stated that no matter what the size 
of the cups or the length of the arms, the linear speed of the cups always moved with one-third of the 
speed of the wind. This result was apparently confirmed by some early independent experiments, but 
it is very far from the truth. It was later discovered that the actual relationship between the speed of 
the wind and that of the cups, called the anemometer factor, depended on the dimensions of the cups 
and arms, and may have a value between two and a little over three. This had the result that wind 
speeds published in many official 19th century publications were often in error.

The three cup anemometer developed by the Canadian John Patterson in 1926 and subsequent cup 
improvements by Brevoort & Joiner of the USA in 1935 led to a cupwheel design which was linear and 
had an error of less than 3% up to 60 mph. Patterson found that each cup produced maximum torque 
when it was at 45 degrees to the wind flow. The three cup anemometer also had a more constant 
torque and responded more quickly to gusts than the four cup anemometer.

 
Windmill anemometers

The other forms of mechanical velocity anemometer may be described as belonging to the windmill 
type. In the Robinson anemometer the axis of rotation is vertical, but with this subdivision the axis of 
rotation must be parallel to the direction of the wind and therefore horizontal. Furthermore, since the 
wind varies in direction and the axis has to follow its changes, a wind vane or some other contrivance 
to fulfill the same purpose must be employed. An aerovane combines a propeller and a tail on the 
same axis to obtain accurate and precise wind speed and direction measurements from the same 
instrument. In cases where the direction of the air motion is always the same, as in the ventilating 
shafts of mines and buildings for instance, wind vanes, known as air meters are employed, and give 
most satisfactory results.
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Hot-wire anemometers

Hot wire anemometers use a very fine wire (on the order of 
several micrometers) heated up to some temperature above 
the ambient. Air flowing past the wire has a cooling effect on 
the wire. As the electrical resistance of most metals is 
dependent upon the temperature of the metal (tungsten is a 
popular choice for hot-wires), a relationship can be obtained 
between the resistance of the wire and the flow velocity.

Several ways of implementing this exist, and hot-wire devices 
can be further classified as CCA (Constant-Current 
Anemometer), CVA (Constant-Voltage Anemometer) and CTA 
(Constant-Temperature Anemometer). The voltage output from 
these anemometers is thus the result of some sort of circuit 
within the device trying to maintain the specific variable 
(current, voltage or temperature) constant.

Additionally, PWM (Pulse-width modulation) anemometers are 
also used, wherein the velocity is inferred by the time length 

of a repeating pulse of current that brings the wire up to a specified resistance and then stops until a 
threshold "floor" is reached, at which time the pulse is sent again.

Hot-wire anemometers, while extremely delicate, have extremely high frequency-response and fine 
spatial resolution compared to other measurement methods, and as such are almost universally 
employed for the detailed study of turbulent flows, or any flow in which rapid velocity fluctuations are 
of interest.

Laser Doppler anemometers
 
The laser is emitted through the front lens of the anemomerter and is backscattered off the air 
molecules . The backscattered radiation (dots) re-enter the device and are reflected and directed into 
a detector.Laser Doppler anemometers use a beam of light from a laser that is split into two beams, 
with one propagated out of the anemometer. Air molecules near where the beam exits reflect, or 
backscatter, the light back into a detector, where it is measured relative to the original laser beam. 
When the air molecules are in motion, they produce a doppler shift in the laser light, which is used to 
calculate the speed of the molecules, and therefore the air around the anemometer.

Sonic anemometers

Sonic anemometers, first developed in the 1970s, use ultrasonic sound waves to measure wind speed 
and direction. They are capable of measuring wind velocity in all directions. The spatial resolution is 
given by the path length between transducers, which is typically 10 to 20 cm. Sonic anemometers can 
take measurements with very fine temporal resolution, 20 Hz or better, which make them well suited 
for turbulence measurements. The lack of moving parts makes them appealing to automated weather 
stations. Their main disadvantage is the distortion of the flow itself by the structure supporting the six 
transducers, which requires a correction based upon wind tunnel measurements to minimize the 
effect. An international standard for this process, ISO 16622 Meteorology -- Sonic 
anemometers/thermometers -- Acceptance test methods for mean wind measurements is in general 
circulation.

Two dimensional (wind speed and wind direction) sonic anemometers are used in applications such as 
small weather stations, ship navigation, wind turbines and aviation.

Pressure anemometers

The first designs of anemometers which measure the pressure were divided into plate and tube classes.
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Plate anemometers

These are the earliest anemometers and are simply a flat plate suspended from the top so that the 
wind deflects the plate. They date from the Italian Leon Battista Alberti in about 1450 and Robert 
Hooke in 1664. Later versions of this form consisted of a flat plate, either square or circular, which is 
kept normal to the wind by a wind vane. The pressure of the wind on its face is balanced by a spring. 
The compression of the spring determines the actual force which the wind is exerting on the plate, and 
this is either read off on a suitable gauge, or on a recorder. Instruments of this kind do not respond to 
light winds, are inaccurate for high wind readings, and are slow at responding to variable winds. Plate 
anemometers have been used to trigger high wind alarms on bridges.

Tube anemometers
 
Helicoid propeller anemometer incorporating a 
wind vane for orientation.James Lind's 
anemometer of 1775 consisted simply of a glass 
U tube containing liquid, a manometer, with 
one end bent in a horizontal direction to face 
the wind and the other vertical end remains 
parallel to the wind flow. Though the Lind was 
not the first it was the most practical and best 
known anemometer of this type. If the wind 
blows into the mouth of a tube it causes an 
increase of pressure on one side of the 
manometer. The wind over the open end of a 
vertical tube causes little change in pressure on 
the other side of the manometer. The resulting 
liquid change in the U tube is an indication of 
the wind speed. Small departures from the true 
direction of the wind causes large variations in 
the magnitude.

The highly successful metal pressure tube anemometer of William Henry Dines in 1892 utilized the 
same pressure difference between the open mouth of a straight tube facing the wind and a ring of 
small holes in a vertical tube which is closed at the upper end. Both are mounted at the same height. 
The pressure differences on which the action depends are very small, and special means are required 
to register them. The recorder consists of a float in a sealed chamber partially filled with water. The 
pipe from the straight tube is connected to the top of the sealed chamber and the pipe from the small 
tubes is directed into the bottom inside the float. Since the pressure difference determines the 
vertical position of the float this is a measure of the wind speed.

The great advantage of the tube anemometer lies in the fact that the exposed part can be mounted on 
a high pole, and requires no oiling or attention for years; and the registering part can be placed in any 
convenient position. Two connecting tubes are required. It might appear at first sight as though one 
connection would serve, but the differences in pressure on which these instruments depend are so 
minute, that the pressure of the air in the room where the recording part is placed has to be 
considered. Thus if the instrument depends on the pressure or suction effect alone, and this pressure 
or suction is measured against the air pressure in an ordinary room, in which the doors and windows 
are carefully closed and a newspaper is then burnt up the chimney, an effect may be produced equal 
to a wind of 10 mi/h (16 km/h); and the opening of a window in rough weather, or the opening of a 
door, may entirely alter the registration.

While the Dines anemometer had an error of only 1% at 10mph it did not respond very well to low 
winds due to the poor response of the flat plate vane required to turn the head into the wind. In 1918 
an aerodynamic vane with eight times the torque of the flat plate overcame this problem.
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Appendix 1: Weather Station Inventory

Rooftop Weather Enclosure and Office

Standard Pattern Stevenson screen with
Mahogany mounted maximum and 
minimum thermometers

Large Pattern Stevenson screen with
Sheathed pattern maximum and 
minimum thermometers
Sheathed pattern wet and dry bulb 
ordinary thermometers
Thermograph 
Hygrograph

Campbell-Stokes sunshine recorder (UK Met 
Office MK2)

Instromet Ltd Electronic sunshine recorder 

Standard 5” Met Office pattern raingauge with 
additional check gauge (same pattern)

Tilting siphon rainfall recorder (UK Met Office 
MK1 – daily clock)

Tilting siphon rainfall recorder (Casella pattern 
– weekly clock)

Tipping bucket raingauge (Casella pattern – 
bucket tips at 0.2mm)

Wind Vane

Totalising cup-counter anemometer 

Generator-type anemometer and wind vane 
(Metcheck)

Fortin-pattern mercurial barometer

Precision Aneroid Barometer 

Open-scale micro-barograph 

Evaporation Pan

Piché Evaporimeter

Black bulb thermometer

Concrete slab & minimum thermometer

Web Cam (Logitech QuickCam Pro 4000)

Online Automatic Weather Station

Instromet Ltd Climatica Executive system 
comprising:

Wet and dry bulb temperature sensors
Rainfall sensor
Wind speed and direction sensor
Electronic sunshine recorder
Datalogging unit with barometric 
pressure sensor

The sensors also deliver weather data to a 
large analogue instrument panel housed within 
the station office.

Networked PC running Met4Net  version 1.7. 
Update frequency 15 minutes via Broadband. 

Archive

The station holds weather records for 
Northamptonshire dating from 1880. Access to 
these records is restricted, although requests 
for data can be made in writing to the station 
manager at Pitsford.

Web site

The main URL for the station’s web site is 
www.northantsweather.org.uk

The site has pages containing local forecast 
information, recently collected weather data 
(including real-time data gathered from the 
online automatic weather station), archived 
data from 1998 to the present, as well as links 
to many useful sources of weather information.
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Appendix 2: Code Descriptions used in the Register of 
Climatological Observations

Visibility codes

X Dense Fog <20m
E Dense Fog 20m
0 Thick Fog up to 40m
1 Thick Fog up to 100m
2 Fog up to 200m
3 Moderate Fog up to 400m
4 Very poor visibility up to 1000m
5 Poor visibility up to 2km
6 Moderate visibility up to 7km
7 Good visibility up to 20km
8 Very good visibility up to 30km
9 Excellent visibility 40km

State of the Concrete Slab 

0 Dry 
1 Moist 
2 Wet 
3 Icy 

Present Weather

00 -- clear skies
01 -- clouds dissolving
02 -- state of sky unchanged
03 -- clouds developing
Haze, smoke, dust or sand
04 -- visibility reduced by smoke
05 -- haze
06 -- widespread dust in suspension not raised by wind
07 -- dust or sand raised by wind
08 -- well developed dust or sand whirls
09 -- dust or sand storm within sight but not at station
Non-precipitation events
10 -- mist
11 -- patches of shallow fog
12 -- continuous shallow fog
13 -- lightning visible, no thunder heard
14 -- precipitation within sight but not hitting ground
15 -- distant precipitation but not falling at station
16 -- nearby precipitation but not falling at station
17 -- thunderstorm but no precipitation falling at 
station
18 -- squalls within sight but no precipitation falling at 
station
19 -- funnel clouds within sight
Precipitation within past hour but not at observation 
time
20 -- drizzle
21 -- rain
22 -- snow
23 -- rain and snow
24 -- freezing rain
25 -- rain showers
26 -- snow showers
27 -- hail showers
28 -- fog
29 -- thunderstorms
Duststorm, sandstorm, drifting or blowing snow
30 -- slight to moderate duststorm, decreasing in 
intensity
31 -- slight to moderate duststorm, no change
32 -- slight to moderate duststorm, increasing in 
intensity
33 -- severe duststorm, decreasing in intensity
34 -- severe duststorm, no change
35 -- severe duststorm, increasing in intensity

36 -- slight to moderate drifting snow, below eye level
37 -- heavy drifting snow, below eye level
38 -- slight to moderate drifting snow, above eye level
39 -- heavy drifting snow, above eye level
Fog or ice fog
40 -- Fog at a distance
41 -- patches of fog
42 -- fog, sky visible, thinning
43 -- fog, sky not visible, thinning
44 -- fog, sky visible, no change
45 -- fog, sky not visible, no change
46 -- fog, sky visible, becoming thicker
47 -- fog, sky not visible, becoming thicker
48 -- fog, depositing rime, sky visible
49 -- fog, depositing rime, sky not visible
Drizzle
50 -- intermittent light drizzle
51 -- continuous light drizzle
52 -- intermittent moderate drizzle
53 -- continuous moderate drizzle
54 -- intermittent heavy drizzle
55 -- continuous heavy drizzle
56 -- light freezing drizzle
57 -- moderate to heavy freezing drizzle
58 -- light drizzle and rain
59 -- moderate to heavy drizzle and rain
Rain
60 -- intermittent light rain
61 -- continuous light rain
62 -- intermittent moderate rain
63 -- continuous moderate rain
64 -- intermittent heavy rain
65 -- continuous heavy rain
66 -- light freezing rain
67 -- moderate to heavy freezing rain
68 -- light rain and snow
69 -- moderate to heavy rain and snow
Snow
70 -- intermittent light snow
71 -- continuous light snow
72 -- intermittent moderate snow
73 -- continuous moderate snow
74 -- intermittent heavy snow
75 -- continuous heavy snow
76 -- diamond dust
77 -- snow grains
78 -- snow crystals
79 -- ice pellets
Showers
80 -- light rain showers
81 -- moderate to heavy rain showers
82 -- violent rain showers
83 -- light rain and snow showers
84 -- moderate to heavy rain and snow showers
85 -- light snow showers
86 -- moderate to heavy snow showers
87 -- light snow/ice pellet showers
88 -- moderate to heavy snow/ice pellet showers
89 -- light hail showers
90 -- moderate to heavy hail showers
Thunderstorms
91 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only light 
rain
92 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only 
moderate to heavy rain
93 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only light 
snow or rain/snow mix
94 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only 
moderate to heavy snow or rain/snow mix
95 -- light to moderate thunderstorm
96 -- light to moderate thunderstorm with hail
97 -- heavy thunderstorm
98 -- heavy thunderstorm with duststorm
99 -- heavy thunderstorm with hail 
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This Month’s Weather Image

Cumulus congestus captured by weather corresponding Jeremy Borrett, Wilby.

Printed on behalf of Pitsford Hall weather station by Northamptonshire Grammar School, Moulton 
Lane, Pitsford, Northampton NN6 9AX.

Individual copies are available for purchase for £1.50. A year’s subscription (if applicable) costs 
£15. Back issues from June 1999 are available on request from the weather station.

This publication is distributed free to all libraries across Northamptonshire.
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